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IN THE WILDERNESS FOR FORTY DAYS 
Pastor Jim Dunn 

 

Mark 1:9-15 

The Baptism of Jesus 

9 In those days Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee and was baptized by John in the 

Jordan. 10 And when he came up out of the water, immediately he saw the heavens 

being torn open and the Spirit descending on him like a dove. 11 And a voice came 

from heaven, “You are my beloved Son; with you I am well pleased.” 

The Temptation of Jesus 

12 The Spirit immediately drove him out into the wilderness. 13 And he was in the 

wilderness forty days, being tempted by Satan. And he was with the wild animals, and 

the angels were ministering to him. 

Jesus Begins His Ministry 

14 Now after John was arrested, Jesus came into Galilee, proclaiming the gospel of 

God, 15 and saying, “The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand; repent 

and believe in the gospel.” 

 

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, Amen. 

There’s a lost city out in the middle of the desert. It’s 

in one of the driest places on earth. Yet, scientists 

and archaeologists believe that it was once a 

thriving city of 30,000 people. How did so many 

people live together where there is no water? At 

first, this lost city attracted interest because of its 

buildings carved into the side of a mountain. Yes, 

this lost city is Petra. Today tourists come to see 

Petra. To see its buildings carved out of sandstone. 
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There is evidence, however, that many of these stone buildings were just tombs.  

Elaborate tombs for very wealthy people who had died. The living citizens of Petra 

lived in other much larger and even fancier buildings and enjoyed large pools of 

water. Some think Petra was the Las Vegas of its day… a city of fountains in the desert. 

But with the technology of 2000 years ago where would they get enough water in the 

desert to support a city of 30,000 people? Were the folks of Petra able to tame the 

desert wilderness? 

 

Because the desert wilderness is wild and untamed. There’s not just the extreme 

difficulty of finding water there. There are also wild animals to deal with. When the Holy 

Spirit drove Jesus out into the desert wilderness, Mark’s Gospel says Jesus was with the 

wild animals. Wherever Jesus would have found water, well, that’s where the wild 

animals of the desert knew to go for water. Snakes, lions, hyenas, wolves, scorpions, 

and camel spiders were animals Jesus might have run into wherever He found a spring 

or pool of water. Besides thirst, hunger is something encountered in the desert.  

 

Matthew and Luke tell us Jesus was hungry in that wilderness experience. And besides 

wild animals, and the hardship and misery of thirst and hunger, Jesus faced one more 

wild thing in that wilderness. The devil. Mark says Jesus was tempted by Satan. That’s a 

whole lot of wild that Jesus faced in the wild, wild wilderness of the desert.  

But you don’t have to go into a desert to experience wilderness. That wild and wily 

devil, Satan, can show up anywhere, tempting us, challenging our faith, and bringing 

into our days hardship, suffering, misery. Life can get a little too wild for our taste and 

out of control.  

 

So, we try to tame it, without success. We try to understand temptation and suffering. 

We try to answer the questions, “Why do these things keep happening to us? How 

does this fit into God’s plan? What do I need to do to make this stop? How can I 

wrestle the devil into getting God to do what I want? What can I say to God in order 

to get the life that I want? All of those are attempts to tame what is wild and out of 

control in our lives, which is easier said than done.  
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No matter what answers we come up with to our questions about temptation and 

suffering, no matter how well we live or how good we are, no matter how good we 

get at telling God what we want from Him, we still end up in wheelchairs, Alzheimer’s 

units, nursing homes, hospitals. People still get old, and folks still die. Temptation and 

suffering is a wilderness we cannot tame. As the great present-day songwriter Sufjan 

Stevens puts it, “Everyone suffers, life is pain. There is no shade under the shadow of the 

cross.” You and I are people of the cross of Jesus. That doesn’t mean we are 

protected from suffering and temptation. As there was for Jesus, so there will be for us 

the hot, blistering sun and thirst and hunger of wilderness days. We will face temptation 

and suffering despite our efforts to tame and control them. 

 

In fact, we may be tamed by temptation and suffering. In a recent interview, Sufjan 

Stevens spoke about being “incarcerated by suffering.” What he was talking about is 

how suffering can trap us in sadness, then imprison us in self-destructive and reckless 

behavior. Temptation can trap us in cycles of disobedience and excuses, then cage 

us in self-destructive guilt.  Sufjan Stevens admits that after the death of his mother, he 

felt like abusing drugs and alcohol and sleeping around, reckless and destructive 

behavior. What is wild and beyond our control can trap, cage, and even tame us. Like 

wild animals in the desert wilderness, suffering, hardship, and misery may trap, cage, 

and tame us to the point we don’t even fight back. Temptation can trap, cage, and 

tame us to the point that we give up and give into it. Not fighting back. Giving up and 

giving in. That’s what temptation and suffering can make us do. 

 

If we’re looking for a quick and easy victory, it’s best to look again at Jesus’ battle with 

Satan. It lasted forty days. Don’t get me wrong. It was not a fair fight. They were not 

equally matched. In this version of Man vs. Wild, Wild did not stand a chance. Satan 

had lost before he even got started.  

 

But never, not there in the desert wilderness, not at the cross, nor anywhere else did 

Jesus duke it out with the devil UFC style till only one of them emerged from the cage. 

Never. Instead, the way Jesus chose to set us free from being incarcerated by suffering 

and temptation was the way of the long, lowly road. Forty days Jesus walked in the 

wilderness… forty long, lowly days.  
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Hungry. No doubt thirsty. Needing the angels to minister to Him, as Mark’s Gospel 

indicates. Nevertheless, Jesus would keep going forward those forty days on behalf of 

all who are weary and heavy-laden who are burdened with suffering, hardship, misery, 

temptation, challenges. Jesus kept going forward those forty days, and He would not 

stop till He reached His goal. Just as He would keep going towards the cross, not 

stopping till He reached His goal. I haven’t seen it, but the movie Wild is supposed to 

have a similar story. Reese Witherspoon’s character, Cheryl, wants to be free from of 

the reckless and destructive behavior she’s been engaged in for years. So, she 

decides to backpack along the 1000-mile Pacific Crest Trail alone. Jesus’ journey to 

the cross was long and lowly. Only He didn’t do it to free Himself. He did it to free us 

from guilt and to free us giving up and giving in to sadness and temptation. He died 

on the cross to set us free from being incarcerated by suffering, to set us free from 

destructive and reckless behavior.  

 

We receive today 100% guarantee of that. Jesus declares us to be free. The living out 

of that may take longer. The experience of that freedom, the personal experience of 

that freedom in one’s life can be a long and lowly road. It can be like a long 

backpack through the wilderness. Jesus provides the water we need for the long hike. 

The water of Baptism, the promises of Baptism sustain us on the way: forgiveness, life, 

the Holy Spirit, Jesus’ presence with us. Unlike Cheryl, we do not make our backpack 

alone. This, along with our other Baptism promises, give us strength to fight back 

against temptation and suffering, both our own suffering and that of others.  

 

Will we ever tame them? No, not in this life. Did the folks in Petra 2000 years ago tame 

the desert wilderness? No. They fought back, though. They built a five-mile pipeline to 

bring water to the city from a distant spring. They built a sophisticated system of dams 

and cisterns to capture rainwater and hold it in reservoirs. Later an earthquake and a 

flash flood ruined the city. Today that sophisticated system of dams is being rebuilt. The 

fight against the wild at Petra continues. It is a long, lowly journey.  
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There is no shade in the shadow of the cross. But the journey will end. The forty days of 

Jesus in the wilderness would come to an end. The Pacific Crest Trail does come to an 

end. Jesus’ three days in the tomb of a wealthy man would come to an end. Our 

suffering and temptation will come to an end. In the meantime, Jesus keeps going. He 

does not stop till He leads justice to victory. He does not stop until He makes things on 

this earth right.  He keeps using us as His instruments for making things on this earth 

right. When this work goes poorly, when the fight is fierce, the warfare long, steals on 

the ear the distant triumph song and hearts are brave again and arms are strong. 

Because there will be an end to our long, lowly journey, a triumphant end.    

Amen.    


